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Alcohol Alert - July 3, 2020

Dr. Fauci - Drinking inside bars is one of the most dangerous things
you can do now
Even if bar-goers don't get a serious case of the illness themselves, they can pass their
coronavirus infection on to others who may not be as lucky. 
   "If a person gets infected, they may not be symptomatic, but they could pass it to
someone else, who passes it to someone else, who then makes someone's grandmother
or grandfather, sick uncle, or a leukemic child on chemotherapy, get sick and die,"
Fauci said.    Read more
 
Michigan Gov.  closing indoor seating in bars in parts of the state,
including one brewpub  in East Lansing near Michigan State University  which has
been linked to about 140 infections.
. . . Gov. Whitmer said in a news release that the outbreak tied to Harper's Brewpub is
not an isolated incident, and her order covers the state's largest cities, including
Detroit, Lansing and Grand Rapids. Upticks in COVID-19 cases have been seen in
other bars in Michigan and other states such as Florida and Texas.
       Other states have seen harsher restrictions on bars to fight the coronavirus. Florida
banned alcohol consumption in bars on June 26, and California Gov. Gavin Newsom
has closed bars in seven counties, including Los Angeles.  Read more

Indiana delays lifting capacity limits on bars, restaurants
Indiana will keep capacity limits in place for restaurants, bars and entertainment
venues because of worries about a possible increase in coronavirus cases across the
state.  Read more

 Have a safe and Happy 4th of July

https://currently.att.yahoo.com/att/xandr/dr-fauci-says-drinking-inside-174400242.html
https://chicago.suntimes.com/2020/7/1/21310612/michigan-governor-closes-coronavirus?tpcc=email-coronavirus-news
https://chicago.suntimes.com/2020/7/1/21310357/indiana-coronavirus-rules?tpcc=email-coronavirus-news
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God Bless You!

 Click here to donate to Illinois Churches in Action (tax deductible) 

       www.ilcaaap.org
1132 W Jefferson

Springfield, IL 60702

See what's happening on our social sites

Illinois Church Action on Alcohol and Addiction Problems,
1132 West Jefferson, Springfield, IL 62702
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